Are your improvements really
improving your business?
Does your job require you to improve
your operation?
Do you have to justify proposals for
change?
Are you a process, industrial or
manufacturing engineer?
Are you a scientist in manufacturing?
Are you a manufacturing consultant?
Are you in R&D or New Product
development trying to figure out what it
will really take to make your new
product?
Are you in Finance being asked to value
projects?
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Are you the Senior Executive responsible
for Operations?
If Yes is the answer to any of these
questions then read on .
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What Others Say
Presented with Global Innovation Award by Bristol Myers Squibb
Nicknamed The Dynamic Duo

by , Operations Director,a division of
Johnson & Johnson

" [we had] 453 projects not prioritized or quantified...It's just about
identifying what are the vital few projects..."
Andrew Lowe, Operations Director, Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics

"I was able to [get] executive board approval and release of funds for the
product development process."
Global Marketing Director, US based multi-national healthcare supply
company

"...will teach your people how to fish...
P.J. Babaoglu, VP WW Process Engineering, a Johnson & Johnson
company USA

Questions to really make you think about your business. Says
Mike Sherwood, Manufacturing Consultant, formerly of Tyco Healthcare

"...this tool will help guide decision making and will improve profitability"
Trevor White, European Business Director, Kodak Clinical Diagnostics

I anticipate being able to use it in other studies as well
Sam Narotsky, Management Accountant, a Johnson & Johnson
company New York
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Allows you to visualize the implications of decisions and the alternatives
Says
Jenny Abbott, JigSaw Medical Marketing, formerly of Baxter Healthcare

Identifies the core problem(s) & solution(s) Says
Matthew Bergmann Smith, Managing Director, Connector Ltd.
(Medical Device & Diagnostics)

Conventional accounting systems only tell you what you have spent, not how
to spend less in the future. Johnson & Johnson will benefit because cost
reduction in the manufacturing organization can eventually benefit everyone,
from Shareholders through to Taxpayers
Some projects that had been
proposed (through normal gut instinct approach) have been dropped that
were not cost-effective, and some new projects have replaced them, with the
potential to reduce costs significantly
David Wild, New Manufacturing Technology Manager,
Johnson & Johnson Clinical Diagnostics

For many years I have worked on return on investment calculations and
used judgement to get the best of out of my spreadsheets and models. The
work of reMODEL makes even highly complex and interrelated calculations
assessable. The system points you in the right direction and leads you
quickly to truly optimal answers that reflect the real world .
Trevor Lewis, Founder & Principal Consultant
Medical Device Consultancy
www.medicaldeviceconsultancy.co.uk

Bridging the gap between vision and reality Says
Kirsten Hemingway-Arnold, Managing Director, Hemingway Corp
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Bridge of Faith
For Operations
with examples for
medical device and diagnostic manufacturers

James La Trobe-Bateman
& Lorrie MacGilvray

If you don t know where you re going,
any road will take you there.
George Harrison

© Maravilla Publishing
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Thank you again for taking that leap of faith together with
us.
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1. Introduction
What Is a Bridge of Faith ?
If you are a visionary, you feel that you are already at your
destination. It s a great place! In your mind It s done!
So
why do you have difficulty getting others to see it?
If you are not the visionary, you are still a long way from that
great place. You have great difficulty seeing what the visionary
imagines. Both of you are frustrated by your inability to be
there too. There the visionary stands, on the other side of the
Grand Canyon, as it were, while everybody else cannot imagine
how to ever get there. They fear that it will mean hard work,
disruption and absorb resources (and possibly their own
money!).
If you are the CEO and know that you must improve, you need
a method to bring people with you. If you are at a lower level
in the organization, you must prove the value of your
suggestions before getting approval to go ahead.
Both types of visionary need to persuade people it is worth
crossing that abyss. They need to construct a bridge to
minimize the Leap of Faith that people are being asked to
make.
That s the metaphor.

Real Questions about Your Business
You have probably got concrete questions, such as:
How do I justify proposals for change?
How do we become more profitable with the least effort?
How do I convince myself that my idea is great?
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How do we go about designing a new product for
manufacturability?
Which process should be improved?
Where are the key levers to the biggest improvement?
How does this change affect the whole operation?
Where should we deploy our improvement people?
This book is about the nuts and bolts of answering these
questions.
It describes a method to bridge the gulf between shop floor
terms and business measures.
It uses numbers to help
everybody understand. Crossing this bridge before making any
commitment provides the confidence and conviction to do it.
The methodology has been developed by reMODEL
Consultants International Ltd over 15 years. They have
proven its value in the course of their business with large and
small suppliers to the healthcare industry.
The fundamental concept is applicable to all business functions.
Indeed, it takes all parts of the organization to co-operate to
reap the benefits of any improvement. Operations, finance,
marketing, sales, product design and development from the
shop floor to the CEO need to be able to see the same picture.

How Does It Work?
The book introduces concepts one at a time and gradually
increases in complexity with each scenario.
The learning
comes from having to think through every issue. You can
check your answers and find more explanation at the book s
website www.BridgeoFaith.com
If you like logical puzzles, then this is really for you.
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Visualizing the Problem
Business managers pay attention to information that tells them
how well the business is doing.
The shop floor is preoccupied with a range of different facts and
figures, including machine speeds, waste, manning levels,
batch sizing policy, stock policy, shift patterns.
Improvement calls for change on the shop floor. But how does
shop floor information relate to business measures?
How can the shop
floor instigate
change without
understanding its
implications?
How can the
business managers
agree to change
without seeing the
effect on their
measures?
Neither party talks
the language of the
other. Nonetheless
they must
communicate.
At the top is the
business manager s
view.
At the bottom is a
more complex set of shop floor data
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How the Scenarios Are Laid Out
Each scenario is displayed on opposing pages.
At the top are the business measures. On the left are the
actual output figures. On the right are the differences created
by the change.
OUTPUTS

Difference

Cost

Cost

Inventory

Inventory

Time

Time

Capacity

Capacity

Process Inputs

Shop
Floor

Cost Inputs

Capacity Inputs
Time Inputs

Below the dotted line, the shop floor view is divided into 4
groupings: related to Process Description, Variable Cost inputs,
Capacity inputs and Time and Inventory inputs.
Further detail is provided by listing the inputs for each process
step. Everything interacts to create the business performance
summarized at the top of each page. The minimum data
needed is used to provide the most management information.
In order to make the learning easier, we are going to introduce
the key management measures one at a time, until they are all
in use. Then we will look at the interactions between all of
them.
We will look first at Cost.
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2. COST
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Including 35 Worked Scenarios
A couple of samples. First a simple one:

Extra features added gradually so that you can learn about the interactions of Cost, Inventory,
Time and Capacity
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A more complicated scenario:
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More ways of looking at your operation:

Chapter 8: Closer Look at the
Body Fluid Testing Kit
Let s examine the Body Fluid Testing Kit operation of
Scenarios 34 & 35 in more depth.
In the scenario summary tables you see the totals for all
processes. We will now look in greater depth by looking at
cost, inventory, time and capacity elements by activity and
work center.
Cost first:
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Material, waste and labor cost is charted for each process as
a Manhattan Diagram.
Material waste is separated from the good material that is
actually contained in the product that the customer
receives. The largest material cost is for the pretreated raw
material at about $60,000 per year. However, the most
striking observation is that there are high batch related
labor costs across many processes. In fact, the highest bar
relates to the testing step.
If the testing effort were reduced by 20%, the annual
saving would be about $30,000 per year.
However, another way of saving money is to make fewer
batches, i.e. make larger batches. As you saw, most of
these processes are linked together. So, if you increased
batch size throughout, you save batch related expense on
all of them. A 20% increase in batch size would thus save
$100,000.
Unfortunately, increasing batch size has a negative effect on
response time: larger batch size means a longer time
between batches. Time between batches is one of the
factors that make up response time. To compensate for this,
extra transport was suggested in Scenario 34 that added
cost. Not good for the transport manager s budget, but
good for the business overall.
Of course, there may be a negative impact on other
measures which should be looked at.
What about the inventory picture?...
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140 exciting and informative pages,
available in e-book or hard copy at
www.BridgeoFaith.com
You will also find answers, further
explanation and more online

Workbook & CD coming soon.

Authors presented with Global Innovation Award
by Bristol-Myers Squibb
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To find out more
or
to order your copy today,
please visit
www.BridgeoFaith.com
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